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In (European J. Combin. Theory 8 (1987), 3543) P&lfy answers the question: 
Under what conditions on n is it true that two equivalent objects in any class of 
cyclic combinatorial objects on n elements implies the objects are equivalent, using 
one of the CO(n) multipliers i -, ai mod n, with gcd(a, n) = 1. Pfilfy proved that this 
is true precisely when n = 4 or gcd(n, co(n))= 1. For any odd prime p, we prove that 
two equivalent objects in any class of cyclic combinatorial objects on n=p 2 
elements are equivalent using a permutation from a list of no more then 
co(n) =p(p -  1) permutations. We introduce permutations called generalized multi- 
pliers, and we show that two permutation equivalent cyclic codes of length p2 are 
equivalent by a generalized multiplier times a multiplier. We also develop roperties 
of generalized multipliers and generalized affine maps when n =pro, show that they 
map cyclic codes to cyclic codes, and show that certain of these maps are in the 
automorphism group of a cyclic code. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  th is  paper  we address  the  prob lem o f  how to dec ide  when two cycl ic  
combinator ia l  ob jec ts  a re  equ iva lent .  We deve lop  techn iques  wh ich  app ly  
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to general cyclic objects, and also apply these techniques to the class of 
cyclic codes. We also introduce the concept of generalized multipliers and 
generalized affine transformations and develop some of their properties. 
Let Sn be the symmetric group on {0, 1, ..., n -  1}. A class of cyclic 
objects on n elements will consist of combinatorial objects, where 
automorphisms of objects in the class and isomorphisms between objects in 
the class are functions in Sn and where each object in the class has an 
n-cycle in its automorphism group. Such classes include cyclic block designs, 
circulant graphs, circulant digraphs, cyclic codes (where permutation 
equivalence rather than monomial equivalence is used), etc. A multiplier is 
a permutation of Sn given by i--* ai mod n, where gcd(a, n) = 1. In [4, 10] 
Bays and Lambossy proved that if n is a prime, two Steiner triple systems 
on n elements are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a multi- 
plier. A short proof of this can be given which is purely group theoretic and 
hence applies to any class of cyclic objects. (See [-3, 5, 9, 11, 12] for such 
proofs.) Several efforts have been made to generalize the Bays-Lambossy 
theorem. For example, in [- 1], Adfim conjectured that two circulant graphs 
with n vertices are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a multi- 
plier. The conjecture is false and failure occurs for n = p2, where p > 3 is an 
odd prime (and for other values); see Alspach and Parsons [-2] for both 
the counterexamples and a good dicussion of this problem. Alspach and 
Parsons were able to prove that Ad/tm's conjecture holds for both circulant 
graphs and circulant digraphs when n =pr, where p and r are distinct 
primes. 
Considering that the Bays-Lambossy theorem holds for any class of 
cyclic objects on a prime number of elements, one naturally asks under 
what conditions on n does equivalence of two objects in any class of cyclic 
objects on n elements imply that the objects are equivalent by a multiplier. 
This problem was discussed by Babai [-3] and elegantly solved by 
P/dfy [13]. Pfilfy proved that if gcd(n, q~(n)) = 1 (where cp is the Euler ~0 
function) or if n = 4, then equivalence of two objects in any class of cyclic 
objects on n elements implies that the objects are equivalent by a multi- 
plier. P~lfy also produces classes of cyclic objects on n elements where n va 4 
and gcd(n, (p(n)) va 1 such that the class contains equivalent objects that are 
not equivalent by a multiplier. This does not preclude the possibility of the 
existence of certain classes and certain values of n ¢ 4 with gcd(n, q~(n)) ¢ 1, 
where equivalence between two cyclic objects on n elements in the class still 
implies that the objects are multiplier equivalent. Indeed circulant graphs 
and circulant digraphs on n=pr  vertices (p, r distinct primes) are such 
classes by the Alspach and Parsons result. 
In Alspach and Parsons'work, the counterexamples to Ad/tm's conjecture 
for circulant graphs and digraphs were given for n =p2 vertices, with p an 
odd prime. P~ilfy's work of course is consistent with this result; hence 
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applying the ~o(p2)=p(p - 1) multipliers to cyclic objects on p2 elements 
may not be sufficient o determine quivalence. In Section 2 of this paper, 
we address exactly that case. We prove that if two cyclic objects on p2 
elements are equivalent, they are equivalent by a permutation from a list 
of no more than ~0(p 2) =p(p-  1) permutations in Sp2. This list depends on 
the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of the automorphism group of one of the 
two objects. Determining this order turns out to be very easy. It simply 
requires checking at most [ - log2(p-1)7+ 1 permutations to see which 
ones are in the automorphism group of one of the objects. This list of per- 
mutations used to find the order is independent of the class of objects; once 
the order is determined, the list used to decide equivalence is also inde- 
pendent of the class. These results depend heavily on the work of Brand in 
[6, 7]. In Section 3 we apply these results to cyclic codes and obtain a 
significant improvement in the algorithm. A consequence of the algorithm 
is that two equivalent cyclic codes of length p2 are equivalent by a multi- 
plier or a generalized multiplier (which we define in Sections 2 and 5) times 
a multiplier. We give examples of cyclic codes which are equivalent by a 
generalized multiplier but not by a multiplier. Based on these results 
together with P/tlfy's results, the following question aturally arises. Under 
what conditions on n does equivalence of two objects in any class of cyclic 
objects on n elements imply that the objects are equivalent by a permuta- 
tion from a list of no more than ~0(n) permutations? 
Pfilfy's results as well as ours in Section 2 work for any class because the 
proofs are group theoretic. Part of Alspach and Parsons' results are inde- 
pendent of the class of objects as well. Because of our interest in codes, we 
state the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let ~, and ¢g' be cyclic codes of length n over any finite 
field. Suppose one of the following holds for n : 
(a) gcd(n, q~(n))= 1 or n =4, or 
(b) n=pr, p>r  are primes, and the Sylow p-subgroup of the 
automorphism group of cg has order p. 
Then cg and of, are permutation equivalent if and only if cg and cg, are 
equivalent by a multiplier. 
Proof If (a) holds, the result follows directly from P/dfy's work. If (b) 
holds, the result follows from the proof of Case 1 in Section 3 of [-2]. | 
In [ 16 ], the binary duadic codes of length n and dimension ½(n + 1 ) were 
classified for n ~< 241. All equivalences were determined for these lengths 
except when n= 161 =23.7  and n=217=31.7 .  As gcd(n, rp(n))= 1 in 
these two cases, two equivalent cyclic codes of lengths 162 or 217 must be 
equivalent by a multiplier. In particular, the two length 161 minimum 
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distance 8 codes of Table II in [16] are inequivalent. Also there are indeed 
88 inequivalent length 217, dimension 109 duadic codes. 
In Section 4 we examine a matrix equation involving a matrix consisting 
of the idempotent of a cyclic code and its shifts. By exploring this matrix 
equation we find a class of binary cyclic codes which are multiplier 
equivalent whenever they are equivalent. 
In Section 5 we consider cyclic codes of length pm over any field. 
Utilizing results from Section 4, we develop the theory of generalized 
multipliers and generalized affine maps and show that these permutations 
map cyclic codes to cyclic codes. We also show that certain generalized 
multipliers and generalized affine maps are in the automorphism group of 
cyclic codes of length pro. 
Finally, in Section 6 we consider extended cyclic objects. We apply 
P/dfy's work and our results in Section 2 to obtain results on the equiva- 
lence of such objects. 
A natural question to ask is whether the results and proofs of Sections 2, 
3, and 6 extend to cyclic objects on pm elements when m > 2. Unfortunately 
they do not because the polynomials defined by Brand that are crucial to 
the proofs do not generate a Sylow p-subgroup of Sp~ for any m > 2. New 
techniques or possibly more complicated polynomials eem necessary. 
However, the first author has shown that two cyclic codes of length pm 
over GF(q) are permutation equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by 
a product of generalized multipliers provided p is an odd prime such that 
p2~, (qt_ 1), where t is the order of q modulo p. This provision rarely fails 
(see Section 5); the number of such products is (p -1 )  m. These results will 
be published elsewhere. 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF CYCLIC OBJECTS ON p2 ELEMENTS 
In this section we develop an algorithm for deciding whether two cyclic 
objects on p2 elements are equivalent, where p is an odd prime. The results 
will apply to any class of combinatorial objects where the automorphism 
group of any object in the class is a subgroup of the symmetric group on 
p2 elements, and where equivalence between two objects cg and oK, in the 
class means the existence of a permutation P on p2 elements uch that 
cg,= cgp. We will say that cg is a cyclic object on p2 elements if the 
automorphism group of c¢ contains a p2-cycle. For example, classes of 
cyclic objects include circulant graphs, circulant digraphs, cyclic block 
designs, cyclic codes, etc. A more formal category theory definition of the 
class of cyclic objects (i.e., Cayley objects of any concrete category for 
G = Zp2) can be found in Babai [3]. 
We begin with notation used throughout this section. The symmetric 
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group on the set {0, 1, 2, ..., n -  1 } will be denoted S,. Let p be an odd 
prime and T be the permutation (0, 1, 2, ..., p2  1)e Sp~ written in cycle 
form. In [-7], Brand defines two subgroups Q" and Q~ of Sp2 and 
determines many of their properties. He describes these groups using 
polynomials which are also permutations of {0, 1,.. . ,p2-1}. Define 
Qn={f:Zp2--~Zp2lXf=~,n=oai xi, ieZp2, p~al, and pla~ for 2<~i<.n}. 
Let Q~= {fe Q~lxf=E ~ ,=o aS and a~ = 1 modp}. By Lemma 2.1 of [7], 
Q" and Q7 are subgroups of Sp2 under function composition; we will com- 
pose functions from left to right. The proof of Lemma 2.1 of [7] gives the 
inverse of any polynomial in Q", which we state in the following lemma. In 
the lemma ai -~ is the inverse of a~ in Z*2, where Z*2 is the group of units 
in Zp2. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let feQ n, where xf=~7=oai x . Then f 1 is given by 
x f - l=ZT=l  bi(x-ao) i, where b l=a l  I and bi= -aiay(i+l) for 
l<i<,n. | 
Note that in the notation of polynomials, xT=x+l  and (T )= 
{feQl l l x f=x  +b}; also (T)~_QI~_Q~_ .... 
Let Z*2 = (a )  and b =- a p modp 2, where 0 < b <p2. Note that b = a modp 
and Z* = (b).  If c e Z*, define the multiplier Mc e Q~ by xM~ = cx. If 
de Z*, define the generalized multiplier t~ae Sp2 as follows: Let k e Zp2 and 
write k = i + pj for some i, j with 0 ~< i, j < p; define kl~a = (id) mod p + pj. 
Note that M~lO M~ = mc,~ and #d~ °#a~ =/~d~d~; clearly {M~ lc e Z*~} ~ Z*~ 
and {#d[ de Z*} ~-Z*. (Generalized multipliers in Sp~ will be defined in 
Section 5.) If H is a subgroup of a group G, let No(H) be the normaIizer 
of H in G, and let Co (H) be the centralizer of H in G. If c~ is a cyclic object 
on pZ elements, let Aut(~) _~ Sp2 be the automorphism group of ~. 
We examine the structure of the p-subgroups of Sp2 which contain T. 
This structure is rich enough to give us the desired algorithm. 
LEMMA 2.2. Ns2( (T ) )=Q1,  IQII =p3(p_  1), and if jeZ*2, T and T y 
are conjugate in Qf. 
Proof If NeNs2( (T ) )  , N 1TN= T ~ for some ieZ*2. As xT i=x+i  
1 P t-" 
and xM 7 TMi=i - lxTMi=( i  l x+ l ) i=x+i ,  MT ITMi=T i=N 1TN. 
Hence NMZ 1 e Csp2((T)) = (T~. Thus Ne (T )  Mi--- Q1. Clearly Q1 _ 
Nsp2((T) ). Also Mf lTMj= T i if jeZ*2. In addition if f, g~QX, where 
xf=c lx+c  o and xg=dlx+do,  then f=g only when cl =dl  and co=d0 . 
Thus I Q*I =p3(p_ l ) .  II 
LEMMA 2.3. Q~ is the unique subgroup of order p 3 in QI. Also Q~ <z Q1. 
Proof Let feQ 1, where xf=alx+ao.  Define the map (~:QI~Z*2 
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by f(~=a,. Clearly ~b is an epimorphism with kernel (T) .  Let 
~¢={cEZ*~lc=_lmodp}. Clearly d<Z*2  and Id [=p.  ~¢~b 1=011 , 
and thus ~¢~b 1< Q1 and I Qlll =p 3. By Lemma 2.2, Q] is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of Q1. As Q] < Q1 Q11 must be the unique Sylow p-subgroup of 
Ol. I 
LEM~A 2.4. If l<~n<p, IQTI =p,+2 and IQ"I =(P-1)P  n+2 
Proof By Lemma3.2 of I-7], the map (ao, al .... , a , )~f ,  where 
xf= ~7=o ai xi is injective. Thus in Q1 there are p2 choices for ao and p for 
al ..... an. In Qn there are p2 choices for ao, p (p -1)  for al, and p for 
a2, ..., an. | 
LEMMA 2.5. I f  1 <~ n <p - 1, Nsp2 (Q'~) = Q" + 1. 
Proof Let N6Nsp2(Q~). Let g=N 1TN. Then g~Q'~. By Lemma3.6 
of [7], there exists f~Q,+a such that f - lg f= T. So f - IN -1TNf=T 
implying that Nf~Csp2((T))=(T)~-Q" +1. Thus N~Q" +1 and 
N (l")n]c[)n+l 
SpZ k ~ l ] - -  .5~ • 
For the reverse containment, let h~ QT, where xh =Z~=ohS with 
~n+l h l= lmodp and plhi for 2<~i<~n. Let g~Qn+l, where xg=~j= o &x j 
__~n+l with p ~ gl and p I & for 2 ~<j ~< n. By Lemma 2.1, xg- 1 _ ~k = 1 bk (x -- go)k, 
where b l=g l  1 and bk=--gkg l  ¢k+l) for 2~<k~<n+l. We compute 
ghg-l: 
xgh= he gjx j =ho+hl  ~ &xJ+ hi & xj • 
i=0 j j=0 i=2 j 
As pIhi for i~>2 and p l&  for j>~2, any terms in ZT=2h; [Zy__+o~&X;] ~ 
involving & for j >~ 2 vanish modulo p2. So 
n+l 
xgh=ho+hl ~ gjxJ+ ~ hi(go+glx) i. 
j=0 i=2 
Thus 
n+l( n+l )k 
xghg -1= ~, bk ho+hl ~ &xJ+ hi(go+glx)i-go 
k=l j=O i=2 
( n+l ~ ) 
=bl ho+hl ~ gjxJ+ hi(go+glx)i-go 
j=0 i=2 
n~l ( n+l ~ )k 
+ bk ho-t-hl ~ gjxJ+ hi(go+glx)i-go • 
k=2 j=0 i=2 
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As plb~ for k~>2 and pIh~ for i~>2 and pl gj for j~>2, 
xghg-~=bx ho+h~ ~ &S+ hi(go+glx)i-go 
j=O i=2 
n+l  
+ ~ bk(ho+h1(go+&x)-go) k. 
k=2 
Let xghg-l=~+=1ocmxm. Now C~+l=blhlg~+~ +b,+l(h lg~)~+1= 
g (n+2)hn+lgn+l n g ( lh lg ,+ l -g ,+a 1 1 1 = g11hl(g,+a-g,+lhl). As h I --- 
lmodp,  h~- lmodp.  As Pig,+1, g,+lh~=-g~+imodp 2. So c,+1=0. 
We only need to show that c~-- lmodp. As &-0modp for j~>2, 
h~-0modp for i>~2, and bk -0  modp for k~>2, c~-blh~gl modp. As 
b l=g l  1, cl=h~= l modp. | 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  l~<n<p--1,  Q~ <Q~+I. i f  ~_Sp:  is a p-group with 
Q~_~_Qn+I  where ~#Q'; ,  then ~= Q~+I. 
Proof By Lemma2.5, Q~<Qn+I. Let Q=Qn+I/Q 1. By Lemma2.4, 
[Q l=p(p-  1). If 5 7 is a Sylow p-subgroup of 0, then [Q: N0(57)] ~<p- 1 
and, by Sylow's theorem, [Q:No(9) ] - I  mod p. This implies that 
NQ(57) = Q and, hence, 57 is the unique Sylow p-subgroup of Q. By the 
conditions on ~, the image ~ of ~ in Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of 0, and, 
by Lemma 2.4, the image 07 +1 of Q7+1 in Q is also a Sylow p-subgroup 
of Q. Hence 57=Q7+1=~. As Q'~_~ and QT~_QT+I, the result 
follows. | 
We now prove that the structure of a Sylow p-subgroup containing T in 
any subgroup of Sp: has a very restricted form. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a subgroup of Sp2 which contains T. Let 5f be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G with T e 50. If I~1 = pS, then 2 <~ s<~ p + 1 and 
(a) tf s=2, SP=(T>; 
(b) t fs>2,  se=O~ 2 
Proof. As [(T>I =p2 and Sp2 has a Sylow p-subgroup of order pp+l, 
2 ~< s~<p + 1. Part (a) is clear. Assume s> 2. Then N~ ((T>) properly con- 
tains (T>. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, N~((T>) = Q~. Letj~> 1 be the largest 
integer such that Q{cS~. If j=p-1 ,  by Lemma2.4, iQp-ll=pp+l 
certainly giving 5P=Q p-1. So assume 1 <.j<p-1.  If Q{#Sp, N~(Q{) 
properly contains Q{ and by Lemma2.5, N~(Q{)~Q j+~. As Q{___ 
N~(Q{)~Q j+~ and Q{#N~(Q{), by Lemma2.6, N~(Q{)=Q{ +1, a 
contradiction to the choice of j. | 
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The above theorem and the following corollary give an interesting fact 
about p-groups in Sp2. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The only maximal chain of p-groups in the lattice of 
subgroups of Sp2, where (T )  is the minimal subgroup of the chain is 
(T)~Q11~_Q2~ ... ~_Qf-1. 
Proof By letting s range from 2 to p + 1 and letting G be a subgroup 
of Sp2 of order pS apply Theorem 2.1. | 
To develop the algorithm, we need information about the normalizer of 
each group in the chain of Corollary 2.1; we also need information about 
the conjugacy of elements of order p2 in each of these groups. We collect 
this information in Lemma 2.7 about all of the groups except he top one, 
Op 1. 
LEMMA 2.7. (a) Nsp~( ( T )  ) = Q1 and all elements of order p 2 in ( T )  are 
conjugate to T by an element of Q1. 
(b) I f  1 <~n <p-  1, Nsp2(Q~) = Q"+* and all elements of order p2 in 
Q~ are conjugate to T by an element of Q"+ 1. 
Proof Part (a) is Lemma2.2. Part (b) is Lemma3.6 of [7] and 
Lemma 2.5. | 
We now must find Nsp2(Q p-l)  and information about conjugacy of 
elements of order p2 in Q1 p- 1. In order to do this, we give an alternative 
description of Qf-1. For this we define a~ = (i, i+p, i+ 2p ..... i+ (p -  1)p) 
for O<<. i < p. 
LEMMA 2.8. (a) T- la iT=a i+l for  0<. i<p (subscripts readmodp) and 
TeNs~2((ao, al .... ,ap 1)). 
(b) T p = GOal ' ' '  O'p_ 1 
(c) Qp 1= (frO' (7"1 ..... O'p__l, T )  
(d) Qf-1 contains 2pP-pp- l -1  elements of order p and 
pp- l(p _ 1)2 elements of order p2. 
Proof The computations of T- lai T and T p are trivial. T-  la i T = ai+ 1 
implies TeNs~((ao,  al .... ,ap 1))- Clearly (ao,~rl , . . . ,ap_l)  is an 
elementary abelian group of order pP as ao, al,..., ap 1 are pairwise 
disjoint p-cycles. By (a) and (b) and the fact that T~ (ao, ~rl ..... 6p -1) ,  
]<0.0, a l  ..... ~Tp_ I ,T )  [ =pp+l .  Letting G = (0"0,0" 1 ..... O'p 1, T)  in 
Theorem 2.1, G = Qf-1, giving (c). 
To prove (d) we only need to count the number of elements of order p 
in Qf -  1. Clearly there are pP - 1 elements of order p of the form l-IjP-o 1 a~J, 
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where O<~aj<p for O<~j<p and not all aj=0. Let P=I~P=01 o-j~sT,i 
where O<<.as< p for O<<.j<p and l<~i<p. Assume P has order p. 
p2 (i~P_al aa~Ti p la j i  p ' l  aj p- - l  aj 2i = - s )(Hj=o o) T )=] - / := o ~r s I]:=o aj_,T as Ta j=a j_ lT  
by part ~(a). So P~ = 1]~=o~ a~+~J+~T 2~,where subscripts are read mod p. 
Continuing inductively, PP = ]-[~fo 1 a~J+~J+~ +~ ÷~, + ' +~,+~ , ,T p:. Note that 
as l~<i<p, P ~ p-1 ~=oa~+i~=~=oa~;  let this be ~. As TP=cToCrl...~yp I by 
part (b), PP = I~P=0 ~ a~ +/. Since PP= 1, 7+i -0  modp. Thus P has order 
p if and only if ~P-0 a~+i -0modp.  There are p -1  choices for i, p 
choices for ao, al ..... ap_2, and then ap_ 1 is determined whenever P has 
order p. There are pp- l (p_  1 )=pppp-1  such elements of order p. So 
there are pP - 1 q-pP _pp-1 :. 2pp__pp 1 _ 1 elements of order p in Qp-* 
and pp+l __ (2pp_pp-1) =pp- l (p_  1)2 elements of order p2. I 
We use this new formulation of Qf 1 to find Nsp2(Q p 1) and the infor- 
mation about conjugacy of elements of order p2. Recall that Z*2 = (a )  and 
Z*= (b) ,  where b-=aPmodp 2 and 0<b<p 2. We will need multipliers 
and generalized multipliers to find Nsp2(Qf-1). 
LEMMA 2.9.(a) QP- l= (~ro, Crl,..., ~rp_l, T, Mb). 
(b) Nsp2(Q p- l )  = (Qp-1, #b) and has order pP+ l(p _ 1)2. 
(c) Each element of Q p-I  of order p 2 is conjugate to T by an element 
of Nsp2(Qf-l). 
(d) {#~M~I0 ~< i , j<p-1)  forms a set of distinct right coset repre- 
sentatives of QP- 1 in Nsp2(Q~'-1). 
Proof By Lemma2.4, IQp-~l=pp+l (p -1) .  As Mo~Q p-l,  and 
M p has order p- l ,  p- l l (ao ,  al .... ,ap 1, T, MP)I. As b-aPmodp 2 
and P - -  P - -  M~ -Map, M a --Mb. By Lemma 2.8, [(~ro, ~1 ..... Op_l, T)[ =pp+l 
Hence part (a) is proved as (a0, al .... , CTp 1, T~ Mb) ~_ Qp-1. 
By Sylow's theorem [QP- l "No~-~(QP- l ) ]= lmodp;  as [Qp-1. 
No# I(Q~P-1)] ~<p- 1, we must have Qp-1 C_Nsp2(Qp 1). (Alternately, the 
argument of Lemma 2.5 shows this.) 
We now show that #b normalizes Qp- i  as follows. Define fi, where 
0<f l<p and f l -b  mod p. First note that #~=#b and #b 1=#~-~, where 
fl-1 is the inverse of fl in Z*. Let O<<.i<p. As (i+jp) #/~=7+jp, where 
0~<y<p and 7=ifl modp,  #~-lcr~#~= (7, 7+p,  7+2p ..... 7+(p-  1)p)= 
a~. Let n=p- f l .  Note that 0<n<p-1 .  We will show that 
-- 1 -- 10 .n  12...  0"~ 1 1 Tf l ;  this will verify that #~ = #b e Nsp2 (Qf -  ~). 
To this end, suppose "O-<.~i<n. If O<~j<p, ( i+pj)#~IT#~=((i f1-1) 
modp+pj )  Tp~=((ifl ~) modp+pj+l )#a.  As iCn, ifl '~p-1  
modp. So (ifl 1)modp+l<p,  implying ((ifl ~)modp+pj+l )#~= 
( ( ifl - -1  _~_ 1 ) rood p + pj) #~ = ( ( ifl- 1 + 1 ) fl) mod p + pj = ( i + fl) rood p + pj. 
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As O<. i<n=p- f l ,  (i+fi) modp is i+fi. So ( i+pj)#~lT#~ = 
-1  ...o-_11 T'  as 0~<i<n and i+pj is fixed (i+ f l)+pj= (i+pj) a,+11 an + 2 
by an+l, . . . ,ap_l .  Next, suppose i=n.  Then (i+pj) p-F 1T#~= 
((nil -1) modp+pj)T#~= ((n~ -1) modp+pj+ 1) pp. By definition of n, 
nf l - l=p- lmodp.  So ( i+p j )#~lT#¢=((p -1)+p j+ l) #a=p( j+ l )  
#~ = p( j+  1). (Note, if j=  p -1 ,  reduce modp 2 when writing 
(p - 1) + pj + 1 = 0 mod p2.) Also (i + pj) a2llO.n+ 2-1 . . . ap~ 1-  T a = 
n+pj+f l  as n+pj is fixed by %+1,...,0-p 1. Since n=p- f l ,  
( i+pj )p~lT#p=p( j+l )=( i+pj )  an+10-n+ 2-  1 . .. 0-~-_~1T~ when i=n. Finally, 
suppose n<i<p.  Then ( i+pj)#~lT#~=((i~ -1) modp+pj)  T#~= 
( ( i~- l )modp+pj+ 1)#~. As i¢n,  if1-1 ~ p -  1 modp, implying ((if1-1) 
modp+pj+ l) p~=((ifl-~ + l) modp+pj) #~=((ifl l + l) B)modp+pj= 
( i+f i )modp+pj.  Since n<i<p,  p<i+f l<2p.  Thus ( i+pj)#~lT#~= 
(i+fi-p)+pj.  As n<i<p,  (i+pj) an+a0-n+ -1 ...0-~11T~_ =(i+pj--p) T ~= 
i+p j -p+f l  because i+pj and i+p j -p  are fixed by all ak except 0-e. 
Thus( i+p j )#~lT#~=i+pj -p+f l=( i+p j )  -1 -1 - an+ 1%+2"'" °'p~l T/~. There- 
fore #8-1 T#/~=o.n+lO.n+2.-1 -1 -'0-;11Tb' and (Op- l ,##)=(Op- l ,#b)c_  
Ns,~(Qf-~). 
Let A, B~ (ao, al, ..., ap_l). Suppose AThp~bM$ =BTk r#bMbS with 
0~<h,k<p and 0~<i , j , r , s<p-1 .  We will now show that A=B,  h=k,  
i=r, and j=s .  Let £2n= {n, n+p, n+ 2p ..... n+ (p -  1)p} for O<~n<p. As 
A, B~ (ao, al ..... ap_l), A and B fix all O n, and QnT=O,+ 1 for all n 
(subscripts read mod p). Also #b, Mb fix (20. So O_hATh#ibM~= 
h i j i j (2 hT Pbm b = (20#bm b = £2 o and E2_kBTkp~m~ = (2_kTk#~m~b = 
~2o#~M ~ = O o. Hence h=k. Now T-hB ~AT~p~MJ b = #~bM~. Let 
C= T-hB-1ATh; by Lemma2.8. (a) C~ (60,0" 1 ..... 0"p-1). NOW 
C-"~a~-Y"  ~ As #b, Ma fix 0, SO does C. Thus C~(0"~ a2, ap_l). - -  k~b~'a  b l *b  " , " " ,  
i ~_ i J=PMJb and ~ " -  Therefore C fixes pet'2 o. Thus pC#bM~-p#~M ~ p#~M b-  
pM;, giving pM~ =pM; as #~ fixes each element of/2o. So pM~b-pb ~ rood 
p2 and pMSb =-- pb ~ mod p2 implying b ] - b" mod p. As 0 ~j,  s < p - 1 and 
Z*=(b) , j=s .  Thus C=#~, -~. As Ce(a l ,  a2 ..... ap_l), f21C=t'21. But 
r - - i  t'21# b =f2~-, imptying b ~ ~-=lmodp. As O<~r, i<p-1 and Z*=(b) ,  
r = i. Therefore C = I and hence A = B. 
This shows that INs,~(Qf-1)l > I{Arhp~bM~b[Ae (0"0, al . . . . .  0"p--1), 
0~<h<p, O<~i, j<p-1}l=pP+~(p-1)  2 and that I{#~bM~lO<-..i,j< 
p-  1 }1 = (p -  1)2. The conjugates g- lTg of T with g e Ns,: (Q p- l )  = ~V all 
lie in Qf-1.  The number of such conjugates i  [JV: C~( (T ) ) ]  which is 
at most pp- l (p -1 )2  by Lemma2.8. (d). As C~((T) )=(T) ,  then 
I~A#l<.p2pp-l(p - 1) 2, giving ]Nse=(Op-1)l =pp+l(p_ 1)2, [~V': Q~((T ) ) ]  
=pP-~(p-1)  2, and Ns,~(QP-1)={ATh#~M~IAe(0"o, "1 ..... ap 1), 
O<.h<p, O<~i, j<p-  1}. Thus parts (b), (c), and (d) all follow. I 
We are now ready to state the main theorem that will lead to the 
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algorithm. If G1 is a subgroup of the group G2, let {Gz: G~} be any set of 
distinct right coset representatives of G1 in G 2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let cg and c~, be cyclic objects on p2 elements of the same 
type (i.e., from the same concrete category), where TEAut(Cg) and 
T~Aut(C~'). Let the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) be pS. Then 
2 <~ s <~p + 1. Also c~ and cg, are equivalent if and only if 
(a) when s=2,  cg'=C~N for some N6 (M~)= {M~]O<~c<p2,p~c}, 
(b) when 2<s<p+l ,  cg'=CgN for some N~ {QS-I: Q~-2}, 
i j (c) when s=p+ 1, cg'=CgN for some N6 {t~bMb]O<~i,j< p -  1}. 
Proof Let 5 P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) containing T. By 
Theorem 2.1, 50= (T )  if s=2 and 5 ~= Q~ 2 if s>2.  Suppose c~,=~Tfor  
some ~t~Sp2. As cgTtT~- l=Cg 'T~ l=cg 'T t - l=~,  ~Tgt71~Aut(C~). 
By Sylow's theorem there is a g~Aut(C#) such that g~T~- lg  lc5~. 
By Lemmas2.7 and 2.9 there exists an R~Ns~2(5 ~) such that 
R lgTT~ lg 1R = T. So R- lg7  t ~ Cs~( (T ) )  = (T ) .  Therefore 
R- lgT= T ~ for some i. As R~Ns~(5~),  choose R*~ {Ns~2(5~): 5 ~} such 
that R=SR*  with S~5~Aut(Cg).  Then we have C~R*=cgS-1R= 
c~ S ~g~tT- i=C~g~T- i=C~T i=(~,T-i=(~," 
If s=2,  by Lemma2.2, as Ns,2( (T ) )=(T) (M~)  , one choice for 
IN (50):5 ~} is (M~).  If 2<s<p+l ,  by Lemma2.5 {Ns~(6e)'5~}= 
s~l" O~ ~}. If s =p + 1, by Lemma 2.9 one choice for {Ns~(St): 6 e} is 
{#~M~lO<~i , j<p-1} .  | 
The next result gives one possible choice for {Q~-I: Q~ 2} that can be 
used in Theorem 2.2.(b). This choice is particularly nice because the poly- 
nomials involved have only one or two terms and the coset representatives 
actually form a group. 
LEMMA 2.10. I f  2<s<p+l ,  one choice for {QS- I :Q]  2} is 
(px  ~ l + x, bx)= {pcxS-l  +bixlO<<.e <p andO<<.i<p-1}.  
Proof Let c, d, i, j be integers uch that 0 ~< c, d < p and 0 ~< i, j < p - 1. 
Then (pcx s- 1 + bix) o (pdx ~- ~ + bJx) =pd(pex ~ 1 + bix)S- ~ + bJ(pcx ~ 1 + bix) 
=pd(b~) s-1 x s l +bJpexS-l +bJb~x=p(d(b~)S l +bJc) x s-l  +b~+~x. Let e= 
d(b~)S 1 + bJc modp, where 0 <~e <p. Then pe =p(d(bi) ~ 1 + bic) modp2. 
Also if i+ j<p-1 ,  let k=i+j ;  if i+ j~p-1 ,  let k=( i+ j ) - (p -1 ) .  
In either case 0~<k<p-1 ,  but in the latter case bk=bi+Jb - (p - l )=  _ 
bi+J(a p) -(p 1) ~ bi+J mod p2. So (pcx s- 1 + bix) o (pdx ~- 1 + bJx) = pex ~- 1 + 
bkx, where O<~e<p and 0~<k<p-1 .  Thus {pcx~-~+b%[O<.c<p and 
0 ~< i <p - 1 } is a group. As 2 ~< s -  1 <p, by Lemma 3.2 of [7], this group 
has order p(p-1) ,  and the only element in this group that is in Q~-2 is 
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when c = i= 0. By Lemma 2.4, [Q~-I:  Q] 2] =p(p_  1) and so one choice 
for {Q~-a:Q]-2} is {pcx~-l+b~x[O<~e<p and 0~<i<p-1} .  As 
Z* = (b )  and b p-1 = (aP)  p -1  = 1 modp 2, bx has order p -  1. A simple 
calculation shows that (pox s l+x)o(px~ ~+x)=p(c+l )x~-1+x,  
implying px ~-~ +x has order p. Thus (px  "-1 +x, bx)  = {pcx s-1 +bix[ 
0 ~< c < p and 0 ~< i < p - 1 }, completing the proof. | 
For 1 <~i~< p-  1 define f, e Sp2 by xf~ = pxi+ x. Note that f~ is the multi- 
plier Mp+t. We will use these functions in our algorithm. We need one 
property of these functions. 
LEMMA 2.11. Assume xu¢ is a subgroup of Sp2 with Tssg.  Let ~ be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of d with T ~ ~. Then 
(a) if no f,  ss¢, ~= (T ) ,  or 
(b) if I is the largest value of i such that f~sd ,  then f l , f~ ..... f i~sg  
and ~ = Q~. 
Proof By Theorem2.1 with G=~4, either N=(T)  or ~=Q~ for 
some n with 1 ~<n <p. Suppose no f is~¢. Then in particular f l  ¢~.  As 
f jeQ~for  l~<n<p,~#Q~foranynwi t f i  l<~n<p. SoN=(T)  and(a)  
holds. Now assume there is an f~ ~ ~¢. Let I be the largest value of i such 
that f ,~d.  If I=p-1 ,  ~c_Qf  -1 as ~=Q~c_Qf  -1 for some n with 
1 ~< n <p. Now if I<p  - 1 and g~ = Q~ for some n >/ ,  then f ,+ 1 s ~ --q d ,  
a contradiction. Thus no matter what I is, N = Q~_~ Q~. For notational 
convenience, let QO= (T ) .  Note that (Q~ 1, f~)=Qi l  as f~eQ~I-Q~i -1
and [Qil: Q~I 1] =p by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4. I f /=  1, (T, f1)=Q11~_sd and 
as ~ _c Q~ = Q~, the Sylow p-subgroup of sg has order p3. Hence ¢~ = Q~. 
So we assume I> 1. If ~=Q~,  part (b) is certainly complete. Since 
N=Q~lC_Q[, assume 0~<n<l .  If n=I -1 ,  as Q~__q~' and f lesg ,  then 
(Q~, f i )  = (Q{-1 , f~)= Q~cI- sg by the above note, contradicting the fact 
that a Sylow p-subgroup of sg has order p ,+2< [Q~] =pZ+2. Therefore 
assume n<~I-  2. Let K= (g- lQ~ g[ g ~ ( f i )  ). As Q~, ( f z )  C__Q~,K is a 
p-group. As N=Q~__qsJ and fzes¢,  K___~'. Since Q~ is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of ~¢, K= Q~, implying f~ ~ Nsp~(Q1) = Q"+ 1 by Lemma 2.2 (if n = 0) 
or Lemma 2.5 (if n >~ 1). But this is impossible as fz 6 Q~ + 1 as n ~< I -  2. We 
must conclude that g~ = Q~ and part (b) is proved. | 
Before stating our main algorithm, we repeat he necessary notation. Let 
Z*2=(a)  and b-a  p mod p2, where 0<b<p 2. If ceZ*2, define 
M~.:Zp2--.Zp2 by xMc=cx.  If deZ* ,  define #a:Zp2~Zp2 as follows: 
When 0~<k<p2, write k=i+p j  for 0~<i, j<p; define #d by 
kP d = ( id) rood p + pj. For 1 ~< i ~< p - 1, define.~.: Zp2 ~ Zp~ by xf,. = px t + x. 
We are now ready to state the algorithm which applies to any type of cyclic 
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object on p2 elements (e.g., graphs, digraphs, block designs, codes, etc. See 
Babai [-3].). 
ALaORITHM 2.1. Let p be an odd prime and T= (0, 1, 2 ..... p2_ 1). Let 
(g and off, be two cyclic objects on p2 elements of the same type. Assume 
that Ts Aut(Cg) and Ts  Aut(fg'). Then the equivalence or inequivalence of
and cg, can be decided by: 
Step I. Determine the order pS of a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) as 
follows: Find the largest integer I with t <~l<~p-1 such that f~  Aut(Cg); 
if no f,. s Aut(~f), then I does not exist. Determining whether or not I exists 
and what its value is if it exists can be done using a binary search. If I does 
not exist, then s = 2; if I exists, then s = I+  2. 
Step II. cg, is equivalent to ~ if and only if cg, = CgN, where 
(a) if s=2,  N~{M~,lO<~c<p2, p~c}=(ma), 
(b) i f2<s<p+l ,  N~{pcxS-l+bixlO<~c<p andO~<i<p-1}= 
( f ,  1, Mb}, 
(c) ifs=p+l, Ue{#~M~lO~i,j<p-1}. 
Proof. Step I determines the order of the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) 
by Lemma2.11 with d=Aut(Cg). The integer I can be determined by 
binary search because if i<~I, fieAut(Cg) and if I<i, f,¢Aut(Cg) 
by Lemma2.11. Step II determines equivalence or inequivalence by 
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.10. | 
We conclude this section with three remarks and an example. First, using 
a binary search to determine I in Step I of the algorithm requires checking 
no more than [-log2(p- 1)7 + 1 of thefi  to see if they are in Aut(Cg). Once 
I is found or determined not to exist, the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) is 
determined by Lemma 2.11. Second, the number of multipliers in Sp2 is 
p(p - 1). Step II requires the checking of no more than p(p - 1) permuta- 
tions as possible equivalences if I does not exist or I<p-  1 and no more 
than (p -1 )  2 permutations as possible equivalences if I=p-1. Third, 
computing the cycle form of f~, where xf~ =px~+ x is made easier by the 
observation that (x +P) f i  = xf,. +p. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the case p = 5. Since Z*5 = (2)  and 
7 -  25 rood 25, we can choose a- -2  and b = 7. The computations are done 
modulo 25. The functions in StepI of Algorithm 2.1 are given by 
xfi = 5xi+ x. In cycle form, 
f~ = (1, 6, 11, 16, 21)(2, 12, 22, 7, 17)(3, 18, 8, 23, 13)(4, 24, 19, 14, 9), 
f2 = (1, 6, 11, 16, 21)(2, 22, 17, 12, 7)(3,23, 18, 13, 8)(4, 9, 14, 19, 24), 
f3 = (1, 6, 11, 16, 21)(2, 17, 7, 22, 12)(3, 13, 23, 8, 18)(4, 24, 19, 14, 9), 
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and 
f4 = (1, 6, 11, 16, 21)(2, 7, 12, 17, 22)(3, 8, 13, 18, 23)(4, 9, 14, 19, 24). 
In Step I of Algorithm 2.1, we find s, where 2 ~ s ~< 6 when actually applied 
to a cyclic object on 25 elements. Once s is determined, in Step II we can 
determine which permutations need to be used to check equivalence. If
s = 2, these permutations come from <M2>, where 
M 2 = (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 7, 14, 3, 6, 12, 24, 23, 21, 17, 9, 18, 11, 22, 19, 13) 
x (5, 10, 20, 15). 
If 2 < s < 6, the permutations come from ( f ,  ~, M7)  , where M 7 = M~. If 
s = 6, the permutations come from i j {/A7M7 [ 0 ~ i , j~ 3}, where 
/~7 = (1, 2, 4, 3)(6, 7, 9, 8)(11, 12, 14, 13)(16, 17, 19, 18)(21, 22, 24, 23). 
3. THE EQUIVALENCE OF CYCLIC CODES OF LENGTH p2 
\ 
In this section we improve Algorithm 2.1 for the category of cyclic codes 
of length p2, where p is an odd prime. We use the same notation as in 
Section 2. We consider permutation equivalence, but not monomial equiva- 
lence of codes. Let cg be a cyclic code of length p2 over the finite field Fq 
of order q, where p~q. We consider (g as an ideal of Fq[X] / (Xp2-1) ,  
where X is an indeterminate. Thus a codeword ce cg will be considered as 
e(X)=co+ClX+c2X2+ ... +Cp2 1Xp2-1. (g has a unique idempotent 
e(X) which generates cg. If Md is a multiplier, Ma preserves multiplication 
in Fq[X] / (X  p2-1) .  This implies that (gMd= (e'(X)) ,  where 
e'(X) = e(X) Ma and e'(X) is the generating idempotent of the cyclic code 
(e'(X)).  Note that TeAut(Cg). The improvement in Algorithm2.1 for 
codes comes when the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(fg) has order pS with 
2<s<p+l .  As in Section2, let Z*2=(a)  and b-aPmodp 2, where 
0<b<p2;  Z*=(b) .  The following lemma examines the action of 
xf=pcxS-1 _kbix~ {Q,-1. Q~ 2} of Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let cg=(e(X) )  be a cyclic code of length p2 with 
generating idempotent e(X). Assume fl  = Mp+ 1 ~ Aut(~). Let 2 < s <p + 1 
and xf  =pcx s i + bix for some c with 0 <~ c <p and i with 0 <~ i <p - 1. Then 
e (X) f  = e(X) Mb, 
Proof Let e(X) -~'p2-1 eiXJ. As f l  =Mp+16Aut(C£), e(X) Mp+I ~cg. - -  .¢--.j = 0 
Also e(X) Mp+l is an idempotent which generates (e(X) Mp+l)=cg. 
By uniqueness of the generating idempotent e(X)Mp+l=e(X).  Now 
e(X) Mp +1 = 'Y~,~2=ol ej Xj(p +1 ) = e(X) = 5Z:p2=o 1 ej(p + i) Xj(p + 1), where sub- 
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scripts and powers of X are read mod p2. Therefore ej=ej(p+l) for 
0 <<j<p2. Hence for 0 <~j<p2, ej= ej+pj. So, replacing j byj+pj ,  we have 
e j= ej+pj = e(j+pj)+p(j+pj) = ej+2p j,  By induction, we have ej= eJ+,,~J for 
all n>~0. If p]j, {njlO<~n<p}=-{nlO<~n<p} rood p, and hence 
{npjlO<<.n <p} -= {np[O<~n<p} modp 2. Therefore ifp~j, ej=ej+,p for all 
0 ~< n < p. Thus if p ~j', ej = ek whenever j - k rood p. 
For O<~j<p let (2 j={ j , j+p , j+2p, . . . , j+(p -1)p} .  Write e(X)= 
Zf -~ Ej(X), where Ej(X)=~k~aj ek Xk. We examine the actions o f f  and 
(~k=O ekpXkP)  f = Mb, on Ej(X). Consider first j=O. Then Eo(X)f= p-i 
p--1 ekpX(PC(kp)S-l+bi(kp)) p--1 " ~k=o =~k=o ekp Xv(kp)= (~P5-1o e~p Xkp) Mb'=Eo(X) My. 
Suppose now that O<j<p.  Then by the previous paragraph .Ej(X)= 
ej ~k~c~jXk =ej ~Pz~ X j+kp. SO Ej(X) f =ej ~-  lo X (pc(j+kp)s-t +b'(j+kp))= 
o ~'~p--I ypc f - l+b i j+pb ik__z~ ~p 1 yp(cjs-~+b'k)+bi j  - A¢ r~]~ ,fpls--l-.l-]~ik-[ 
0~<k<p} = {k l0<k<p} mod p, and hence {p(cf - !  +bek)lO~k<p} =-- 
p -- 1 xpk  + b7 {pk[O<~k<p} mod p~. So E:IX)f=e:Ek=o . Now E:(X)M~,= 
ejZPZ~X (y+~p)~' As pgb, {kb~lO<~k<p}=-{klO<~k<p} rood p, and 
hence {kpb~lO<~k<p} =-{pk]O<~k<p-1} mod p2. Thus Ey(X)M~,= 
e~2f S_ 1 X pg + ev = Ej( X) f Therefore ( X) f = e( X) Me,. | 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let c~= (e(X)) be a cyclic code of length p2 with 
generating idempotent e(X). Assume f l  = Mp+ 1 ~ Aut(Cg) - Let 2 < s < p + 1 
and xf  = pcx s- l + blx for some c with 0 <~ c < p and i with 0 <~ i < p - 1. Let 
~' be a cyclic code and suppose cg,= ¢gf Then ~'= C#Mb,. 
Proof Let el(X) = e(X) Mb,. Then CalM v = (e l (X) )  since multipliers 
map cyclic codes to cyclic codes with the idempotent generator mapped to 
the idempotent generator. By Lemma 3.1, e~(X)=e(X)f  and as ~f= cd', 
ei(X)eCd '. Thus (e1(X)}~cg'. As cd'=cgf and (el(X)}=CdMb, are 
equivalent to cd, then cd', (e l (X)) ,  and (d have the same dimension. So 
CgMv = (el(X) > =cg,. | 
Note that with f as in Lemma 3.1, cgf is not necessarily a cyclic code. But 
if it is, Corollary 3.1 indicates it is the same cyclic code as CgM e, provided 
f j  e Aut(Cg). 
We now present he modification of Algorithm 2.1 for cyclic codes. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Let cd and (g' be cyclic codes of length p2 with p an 
odd prime. (Of course~ Te Aut(Cd) and Te Aut((d').) Then the equivalence 
or inequivalence of cd and ~' can be decided by: 
Step I. Test to see i ff l=Mp+leAut(Cd). 
If f l  6 Aut(cg) do Step IIA; otherwise do Step liB. 
Step IIA (fl 6 Aut(~)). Then cd' is equivalent to cg if and only if cd' = CdN 
for some N~ {MclO<~ c<p2, p~ c}. 
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Step IIB (fa E Aut(~)). If px p -  1 q_ X q~ Aut(Cg) then (g' is equivalent 
to ~ if and only if cg'=CgN for some N~{M~blO<<.i<p-1}. If 
px p - 1 q_ X ~ Aut(Cg) then cg, is equivalent to cg if and only if c~, = ~N for 
i j some N~ {ItbMb[O<~i,j<p 1}. 
Proof If f16Aut(C~), by Lemma2.11, no f,.~Aut(Cg) and StepIIA 
follows by Step II of Algorithm 2.1. If f l  e Aut(Cg) but px p- 1 q_ x q~ Aut(~), 
then fp_~ 6Aut(qY) and by Lemma 2.11, the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(~) 
has order p', where 2<s<p+l .  By Corollary3.1 and Step II of 
Algorithm 2.1, cg, is equivalent o cg if and only if cg'=CgN for some 
N~ {Mb, lO<<.i<p--1 }= {Mib[o<~i<p - 1}. If pxp- i  +x~Aut(C~), then 
by Algorithm2.1, ~'=CgNfor some N~ {/-/bMbl0i J <~ i , j<p- -1} .  | 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (Y and q~' be cyclic codes of length p2 with p an 
odd prime, where T~Aut(C~) and T~Aut(qq'). Let the order of a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) be p~. Then c~ and ~' are equivalent if and only if 
(a) when s=2,  ~'=~N for some Ns  {Mc[O<~c<p2, p~e}, 
(b) when 2<s<p+ 1, (g'=q~N for some N~ {M~b[O<~i<p - 1}, 
{l~bMb[O<-i, j<p--1} • I (C) whens=p+l ,  cg '=~NforsomeN~ i j 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let ~ and (g' be cyclic codes of length p2 with p an odd 
prime, where T~ Aut(Cg) and TE Aut(~'). I f  ~ and cg, are equivalent but not 
by a multiplier, then a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) and Aut(~g ') is Qp-1 of 
order pP + 1. | 
The following result gives a concise summary of Algorithm 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ and (g' be cyclic codes of length p2 with p an 
odd prime, where T~Aut((g) and TeAut(~'). I f  ~g and cg, are equivalent, 
they are equivalent by a multiplier or a generalized multiplier times a 
multiplier. | 
There are certain circumstances under which the generalized multipliers 
can be removed from the list of coset representatives, thus further 
strengthening the algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 3.2. Let cg and cg, be cyclic codes of length p2 with p an 
odd prime. Let e(X)= ~_,f[o ~ ejX j be the generating idempotent of cg. 
Assume ep = e2p . . . . .  e(p_i)p. Then the equivalence or inequivalence of 
cg and oK, can be decided by: 
I f f l  =Mp+m ¢ Aut(Cg) then cg, is equivalent to cg if and only if c~' = C~N 
for some N~ {McJO<~ c <pg, p~ c}. 
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Iff~ s Aut(Cg) then cg, is equivalent o cg if and only if cg, = cg N for some 
Ne {MJblO<.j<p - 1}. 
Proof. By Algorithm 3.1, the result follows except when px v- 1+ x 
Aut(Cd). So we may assume M e +l ~ Aut(Cg) • Using the notation of the proof 
of Lemma 3.1, for O<~j<p let t'2j= {j, j+p ,  j+2p, . . . , j+(p -1)p}  and 
write e(X)=Yf=2E i (X  ), where E j (X)=Zk~ajek  Xk. By that proof as 
Mp+leAut(eg), if p;(j, ej=ek whenever j -~kmodp and so if j¢0 ,  
E] (X) = ejY.k ~ ,aj X k- If j = 0, by our hypothesis, E0 (X) = e o + ep ~-ffc~-~ xpk" 
Let 0<~i<p- -  1 and m=(p- l - i )  mod (p -  1). Then as [(b) l  =p-1  in 
i ,, e(X). First Zp*2, b ibm- lmodp 2. We describe the action of /~bMb on 
Eo(X) e m p--1 i #b Mb = eo + ep ~k  = l X(Pk)bm as (pk) #b = pk. As p ~ b, {k I 0 < k < p } 
==--{kbmIO<k<p}modp, implying {pk lO<k<p}={pkbm[O<k<p} 
mod p2. Therefore Eo(X ) #bmbi m____ eo + ep ~,~-~ X Eo(X). Now assume 
j~0.  Let t be defined by ( jb i )modp=jb~+ tp. Then Ej(X)] . IBM b i  m = 
(ejE~=~ Xj+kp) PbMbi m = ejy, k=op-1 X((jbi) modp+kp)bm = e jZ~- I  x(Jb'+tp+kp)b " 
=ejEP--~ xj+(t+k)pb" p-1 =ejY'.k=oXJ+Pk=Ej(X) as {( t+k)  bml0<~k<p} 
={klO<~k<p}modp.  So e(X)#ebM"~=e(X). As I (Mb) l=p- -1 ,  
{#~bMJblO<...i,j<p 1}----- ~ m j -- {#bMbMb[O<.. i , j<p--1,  where m=(p- - l - - i )  
rood(p-1)} .  The remainder of the proof follows that of the proof of 
H i ~IA rm ~lArJ Corollary 3.1, where ,,e ~Ar" 7t.CJ plays the role off,  using e(X)~b~,,b ~'~b ~b ~'* b * '*  b 
We remark that MqEAut(Cg) when cg is a cyclic code over Fq (see 
Section 5). Hence, if Z* = (q ) ,  the hypothesis of Algorithm 3.2 is satisfied. 
We conclude this section with three examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. There are four binary duadic codes of length 49 and 
dimension 25 (see [11]). The four codes have generating idempotents 
el(X) = 1 + ~.i~c(49j~,c(49) X i, e'l(X) = 1 + Y.i~ c(49)~ c(49) X i, e2(X ) = 1 + 
• 1 7 3 . 21 
~ i~C(49)~C(49)X  t, and e'9(X)=l+~.iec(49)ucc49)X' , where C (49) is the 
7. 1 21 ~J  
2-cyclotomac oset modulo 49 containing j. For i= 1 or 2, (e i (X ) )  and 
(e~(X)) are naturally paired by the splitting of {0, 1, 2, ..., 48 } defining the 
codes; they are equivalent by the multiplier M 3 which determines the 
splitting. However, el (X) and e2(X) are not multiplier equivalent but they 
are equivalent by the generalized multiplier #3; the same holds for e] (X) 
and e~ (X). Hence the four duadic codes of length 49 and dimension 25 are 
equivalent. Similarly, the four duadic codes of length 49 and dimension 24, 
which are generated by 1 + ei(X) and 1 + e'i(X) for i = 1, 2, are equivalent 
in the same manner. 
EXAMVLE 3.2. There are four quaternary duadic codes of length 9 and 
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dimension 5 and four quaternary duadic codes of length 9 and dimension 
4 (see [15]). For each dimension the duadic codes come in pairs 
equivalent by a multiplier. It was noted in [15], for each dimension, 
that two codes from different pairs are equivalent but not by a multiplier. 
An equivalence was given in [-15]; we now realize that these codes are 
equivalent by the generalized multiplier/z2 for each dimension. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. There are again two pairs of quaternary duadic codes of 
length 25 and dimension 13 and two pairs of quaternary duadic codes of 
length 25 and dimension 12. It was noted in [15], for each dimension, that 
two codes from different pairs are equivalent but not by a multiplier. Again 
it turns out that these codes are equivalent by the generalized multiplier f12 
for each dimension. 
4. THE MATRIX EQUATION 
It is interesting when a permutation giving the equivalence between two 
cyclic codes sends all shifts of the idempotent of one code onto the shifts 
of the idempotent of the other code. It is especially interesting when it can 
be shown that all permutations giving the equivalence must have this 
property because it simplifies the computation of the automorphism group 
of the code. In this section, we investigate these ideas and produce another 
class of cylic codes which must be multiplier equivalent whenever they are 
equivalent. 
Let V=Fq, where q is a prime power, n is a positive integer, and 
gcd(n, q) = 1. We will be concerned here with cyclic lodes of length n over 
Fq. We think of each codeword in a code both as a length n row vector 
with coordinate indices labeled 0, 1, ..., n -  1 and as a polynomial in 
Fq EX]/(X" - 1 ). 
For any cyclic code of length n with idempotent e(X), we call the n x n 
matrix 
/ e(X) \ 
of all shifts of e(X) the idempotent matrix of the code. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) The idempotent matrix o ~ satisfies ~2= ~. 
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(b) If 
/ f (X )  \ 
is the n x n matrix consisting of the cyclic shifts of a polynomial f (X )  
in Fv [X] / (X  ~-  1) in their natural order and g2=~,  then f (X )  is an 
idempotent. 
Proof. The proof that g2 = C is computational. Let e(X) = e o + el X+ 
e2 X 2 + -.- + e~, ~ X ~- ~. Label the rows and columns of g from 0 to n - 1. 
The entry in position (i,j) of d ° is e s i, where the subscripts are read 
rood n. The (i,j) term of g2 equals the coefficient of X j - i  (powers are 
considered rood n) in e(X) 2. As e(X)2 = e(X), this is es_ i. 
Suppose now that ~-2=~.  Then the (i,j) term in ~'-2 equals the coef- 
ficient of X j - i  in f (X )  2 and also the (i,j) term of ~ .  As the latter is the 
coefficient of X j - i  in f (X) ,  we have f (X )  2 =f(X) .  I 
Suppose that c£ 1 and cg 2 are cyclic codes of length n and dimension k over 
Fq which are permutation equivalent by a permutation matrix N, i.e., 
c~ 1~ = bY 2. (In what follows we will treat some coordinate permutations as 
permutation matrices and permute the coordinate indices of a vector in a 
code by multiplying the vector on the right by the corresponding matrix.) 
Let el (X) and e 2 (X) be the generating idempotents of cg~ and ~g2, respec- 
tively, and let gl and g2 be their idempotent matrices. Then for any vector 
~ V, ~ ~ cg I if and only if ag 1 = 4. Also, 
t~  = I~'°1 ~ = t ~  2 
for all ~i e cg~. Certainly it is true that if the matrix equation 
holds for some permutation matrix ~,  then the codes cg~ and cg 2 are per- 
mutation equivalent. This is because when we multiply g2 by ~ on the left, 
we permute the rows of g2. Therefore, the rows of ¢~g2 are the vectors of 
the shift class of the idempotent e2(X) in some order. Whence the coor- 
dinate permutation N maps the shift class of the idempotent of cgl onto the 
shift class of the idempotent of cg 2. 
There are cyclic codes which are equivalent by a permutation matrix 
for which the matrix equation (1) does not hold. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let c£ be the binary code of length 7 with generating 
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idempotent e(X)=X+X2+X 4. Then the permutation (0, 3)(5, 6) with 
permutation matrix ~ maps qq onto itself but 
t0 
1 
1 
g~= 0 
0 
0 
1 
1 1 0 1 0 O~ 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
is not equal to 
~= 
f l 0 0 0 1 1 0 t 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 i 1 0 1 0 0 . 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1] 
Note that the rows of g~ are the shift class of the idempotent e(X) but 
that they are not in the same order as the rows of #g.  
EXAMPLE 4.2. The binary Golay code of length 23 generated by the 
idempotent e(X)=~i~Q Xi, where Q is the set of quadratic residues 
modulo 23, is fixed by the coordinate permutation (0)(1, 4, 6, 18, 2)(3)(5, 
20, 7, 21, 10)(15)(8, 13, 12, 16, 8)(11, 22, 17, 19, 14). However, the matrix 
equation g~ = ~g does not hold for this permutation and the rows of the 
matrix ~ '  in this case are not the shift class of the idempotent e(X). 
It is interesting to consider the circumstances under which the matrix 
equation g~ ~ = ~6°2 must hold for each permutation ~ by which permuta- 
tion equivalent codes cg~ and cg 2 are equivalent. We have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let cgt and cg2 be cyclic codes over Fq which are permuta- 
tion equivalent by the permutation matrix ~. Let 8~ and gz be the idempotent 
matrices of cg a and cg2, respectively. I f ~a M_  a = cgl , then the matrix equation 
G ~ = #82 holds. 
To prove this theorem we need the following lemmas. Recall that for 
each cyclic code cg there is a unique cyclic code which is the vector space 
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complement of cg in V. If c~ has generating idempotent e(X), then the 
complement of cg, denoted C, has generating idempotent 1 -  e(X). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let cg be a cyclic code over Fq. Then ~M_ ~ = c~ if and only 
if the dual of cg is its complement. 
Proof. Let e(X) be the generating idempotent of Z. Since CgM_ 1 =c~ 
and M_I  is a multiplier, e(X)M_~=e(X) .  Therefore the dual of cg, 
which has generating idempotent 1 -e (X)M_ I  = 1-e(X) ,  is also the 
complement of c£. 
Conversely, if the dual of cg is its complement, hen 
c£- = (1 -e (X)  M_ I}  = (1 -e (X)  ) =c~ 
which implies e(X) M 1 = e(X) since the generating idempotent of a cyclic 
code is unique. Since M 1 is a multiplier, cg = CgM 1. | 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that cg 1 and c~2 are cyclic codes of length n and 
dimension k over Fq which are permutation equivalent by the permutation 
matrix ~. Then Cgl M 1 = cg~ if and only if Cg2 M1 =cg 2. 
Proof. Suppose that cg 1M 1= cg~. Then the dual of cg~ is its comple- 
ment and c G c~ ~i- = 0. Therefore, 
Since the dimension of cg~- is n -k ,  c£~-=c~2 and CgzM_ 1= % by 
Lemma 4.2. | 
Proof of Theorem4.1. Suppose that cglN=c~ 2. By assumption, 
CglM_l =Cgl so ~{=cg 1 and CgzZ =c~ 2 by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Let el (X ) 
and e2 (X) be the generating idempotents of Z1 and cg 2, respectively. To 
show that G ~ = ~g2 we will show that ggl ~ = ~3~g2 for all ~ e V. Let f e V. 
Since cg I and cg{ are vector space complements, there exist unique vectors 
g~c( 1and/ )~g~ such that ~7= ~+ t~. Therefore, 
since the columns of gl are cyclic shifts of el (X )M_  1 = e 1 (X) and/~ ecgi-. 
Also, 
since /~Ne~g~- and the columns of g2 are cyclic shifts of 
e2(X) M l=e2(X) .ThusoVl~=~g2.  | 
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So to check permutation equivalence of cyclic codes % and cg 2 by a per- 
mutation ~, we need only check the matrix equation gl N = ~ in the case 
that cg~ M_ ~ = ~1. 
The following example demonstrates that the converse of this theorem 
does not hold. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let cg be the binary cyclic code of length 7 with 
generating idempotent e(X) = X+ X 2 + X 4. The multiplier M_a does not 
fix this code, and the multiplier M2 = (1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5) does fix the code. The 
matrix equation (1) does hold for the permutation M2. Therefore, the 
converse of Theorem 4.1 does not hold. 
This example suggests the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let a and n be positive integers such that gcd(a, n)= 1 
and suppose that JC/a is the n × n permutation matrix which corresponds to the 
multiplier Ma on Zn. Let f (X )  be a codeword of a cyclic code of length n 
over Fq, and let ~ be the matrix o f f (X )  and its cyclic shifts in their natural 
order. Then 
~£1~Jga  
is the matrix o f f (X )  Ma and its cyclic shifts in their natural order. 
Further, if e(X) is an idempotent of a cyclic code c~ 1and & is its idempo- 
tent matrix, 
is the idempotent matrix of the cyclic code cg 2 = ~fl Ma. That &, if two cyclic 
codes are equivalent by a multiplier Ma, then the matrix equation (1) holds 
for these codes and the permutation matrix ~¢/~. 
Proof. For any row vector Xf (X)  of ~,  (X~f(X))Ma=Xaif(Xa), 
where all exponents are computed modulo n. So, 
/ e(xa) \ 
\X" ( " - I ) f (X~) /  
Multiplying by M/Lj ~ on the left permutes the row indices of ~ 'a  by M,. 
Therefore, row i of ~/ '~  (which is X~f(Xa)) will be row ai of j//~l~./g~. 
Since Xa~f(X a) is the (ai)th cyclic shift of f (X° )=f (X)Ma,  J/gylo~Jga is 
the matrix o f f (X)Mo and its cyclic shifts in their natural order. 
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If e(X) is an idempotent, it is known that e(X)M~ is the idempotent 
of cg2=CglM a [17, p. 91]. Hence jg lg/Cg~ is the idempotent matrix 
of cg 2. Note that we could have demonstrated this result directly by 
Lemma 4.1. | 
Theorem 4.1 gives us the following result for non-prime length codes. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let cg I and cg 2 be binary cyclic codes of length pr, where 
p and r are distinct primes. Suppose that ~1 ~ = cg2 for some coordinate per- 
mutation ~ and further suppose that Cgl M 1 =cg 1. Then cg 1 and cg z must be 
equivalent by a multiplier. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, ~ ~ = tag2, where g~ and g2 are the idempotent 
matrices of cg~ and cg 2. Regard ~1 and g2 as the incidence matrices of 
digraphs. Then the matrix equation C1~ = ~g2 gives an isomorphism of 
these associated igraphs. Therefore, as Kevin Phelps noted in [14], the 
Alspach-Parson result for digraphs on pr vertices, [2], implies that the 
codes must be multiplier equivalent. | 
From this theorem we see that binary cyclic codes cg~ and cg 2 of arbitrary 
length with Cg~M ~=cg~ are equivalent if and only if the associated 
digraphs with adjacency matrices ~ and g2 are isomorphic. Since 
cg~ M ~ = ~,  the idempotent matrices d°l and g2 must be symmetric, so the 
associated igraphs must in fact be graphs. 
5. GENERALIZED MULTIPLIERS 
In this section, we extend the concept of the generalized multiplier and 
introduce the generalized affine transformation. We also show that certain 
generalized multipliers and affine transformations are always in the 
automorphism group of a cyclic code. Throughout he section, we will 
assume that p is an odd prime and that q is a prime power relatively prime 
to p. We will let t denote the multiplicative order of q modulo p and let z 
be the.greatest integer such that pZ divides q ' -  1. 
Let C~ n) denote the q-cyclotomic coset of i modulo n, i.e., Cln)= 
{i, iq, iq 2, ...}, where the products are computed modulo n. Let m be a 
positive integer and let k be a nonnegative integer with k ~< m. Any integer 
j with O<~j<p m-  1 can be uniquely expressed as a sum i+bp k, where 
O~i<p k and O<~b<p m-k. Further, the set of sums i+bp k, where 
0 <<, i<p k and 0~b <p,~-k, is exactly the set of nonnegative integers less 
than pro. For a ~ Z'k, we define the generalized multiplier #(/I  ~ Sp~ by 
#(/) : i+bpk-+(ai )  modpk+bp k, where O<<.i<p k and O~b<p ~ ~. 
Further, if c ~ Z'k, we define the generalized affine transformation l~(~P~ ~ Spk 
by u (p~)" i + bp k --+ (ai + c) rood pk + bpk. 
r -a ,c  " 
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The generalized multiplier defined in Section 2 is ,(P~) where m = 2 and t~a 
k = 1. Note that p~pk) and/~(1) are the identity permutation. Also #(f~ is the 
multiplier M~, and/~(P~) is the cyclic shift T. 1,1 
In [18], the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let u be an integer such that p ~ u and let q be a prime 
power relatively prime to p. Let z be the greatest integer such that 
pZ[(q~_ 1), where t= ordp(q). Then 
(pm) z (pm) C~ + p - C u modpm. | 
A direct consequence of Theorem 5.1 is the following: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let u be an integer such that p ~ u and let q be a prime 
power relatively prime to p. Let z be the greatest integer such that 
p~[(qt 1), where t =ordp(q). Then, for any k, z <~ k <<.m, 
c~pm~ + pk =_ C(f~) mod pro. 
Using Theorem 5.1 and its corollary, we demonstrate further properties 
of the q-cyclotomic osets modulo pro. 
THEOREM 5.2. For any integer u with p g u and any integer k with 
l<~k<<.m, 
( ,,)_ k (pro-k) C~ =p C~ modp m. 
Proof For any value of n relatively prime to q, any unit u in Z, ,  
and any a in Zn, uCa(")-C(~ ) =  mod n. Therefore, to prove that 
"~(P)=-pgc(pm-k)modp" for any unit u, we need only prove that 
C(fk )-pkC~Pm-*) rood pro. NOW C~m'= {pk, pkq, pkq2 .... ,pkq,-a}, where 
the products are computed modulo pm and s is the least positive integer 
such that pk-pkqSmodp m.Note that since the products are computed 
m o d u l o  pro, the values of qi mod pm-k in this set, i=  0, 1, ..., s -1 ,  lie 
in {0, 1 .... , pm-k _ 1 }. Now, p~ =pkqS mod pm**.pk(qS_ 1) = 0 mod pm 
(q~-1)  = wp ~ ~ for some integer w. Since s is the least positive integer 
such that these equations hold, s must be the order of q modulo pm-k. 
Therefore, since C~ pm k~= {1, q, q2 .... ,qS-~}, where the products are 
computed in Zp~-k, and hence have values in {0, 1 . . . . .  pm-k  1}, we can 
conclude that C~ ~) ~pec~pm-~) modp m. | 
For the remainder of this section, we will assume that z = 1, where z is 
the largest integer such that p~[(q'- 1) with t the order of q modulo p. We 
remark that it is quite unusual to have z> 1. In [8], tables of values o fp  
such that qp-1 = ] modp2 are given. Note that ifp~[(q ' -  1) for some z> 1, 
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then qp- l=  1 modp 2. We list examples of solutions of qP- l= l  modp 2 
with q < 30 found in [8]. When q = 2, 4, 8, or 16 and 3 <~p < 3 × 10 9, the 
only solutions are p= 1093 or 3511 with p = 3 also a solution when q = 8. 
When q= 3, 9, or 27 and 3 <p<23° ,  the only solutions are p= 11 or 
1,006,003. When q=5 or 25 and 3~<p<229, the only solutions are 
p=20,771 or 40,487 or 53,471,161. When q=7,  11, or 13 and 3~<p<228, 
the only solutions are: for q = 7, p = 5 or 491,531; for q = 11, p = 71; and 
for q= 13, p = 863 or 1,747,591. When q= 17 or 19 and 3 ~<p <2 27, the 
only solutions are: for q = 17, p = 3 or 46,021 or 48,947; for q = 19, p = 3 
or 7 or 13 or 43 or 137 or 63,061,489. When q=23 and 3 ~<p< 226, the 
only solutions are p= 13 or 2,481,757 or 13,703,077. When q=29 and 
3 ~<p < 228, there are no solutions. In each of these cases, we verified that 
z = 2 except when q = 19 and p = 7, in which case z = 3. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that z = 1 and that k is an integer such that 
1 <. k <. m. Let C (p~) be a nonzero cyclotomic coset of Zpm, where j < k and pJu 
p ~ u. Then 
C(pm)  ~. C(p  m) m,~n .m pJu q_ pk pJu xaxvu lJ " 
That &, if  pk ~ a, then 
C~p,,) + pk = C~p ~) rood pm. 
Proof  Note that 
c(pm)  ~- j (pm - j )  k - -  j (pm - j )  pJ, +pk_p  C,  +p =p (C,  +pk J) modpm 
by Theorem 5.2. By Corollary 5.1, C u(pm-j) + pk-S =- C,(Pm-J) rood p~-J ,  so 
j (pro-f) ~- D j  C (pro-i) p (C u +pk-S) modpm. By Theorem 5.2, t#C (p~-j) = t'(Pm) - - r  u r - -u  ~p Ju  
modp m, so we can conclude that C~J2)+p k=- C~J2 ) mod p~. | 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let z = 1 and 1 <~ k <~ m. Pick b ~ Z*k. Then 
( C (p  m) i_,(pm),,(pk)__ ) ,~ if  pk la  
~ a ~b - It'(Pro) otherwise. I. ~ ab 
Proof  The proof follows from the definition of generalized multiplier 
and Theorem 5.3. | 
It is interesting to discover which properties of multipliers hold for 
generalized multipliers. Multipliers preserve products of polynomials [ 17 ], 
but'generalized multipliers need not. For instance, if we consider cyclic 
binary codes of length49 and the generalized multiplier /~]), then 
(X4X 4) U(27) = X8#(27) = X 9, but (X4u(27))(xau(27) ) = X IX  1 = X 2. The following 
theorem for multipliers has an analogue for generalized multipliers. 
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THEOREM 5.4. I f  ~ is a cyclic code over Fq, then the multiplier Mqi is in 
Aut (cg). 
Proof It suffices to show that Mq is in Aut (cg). Let g(X) be the gener- 
ator polynomial of c~, and let K be the set of roots of unity which are zeros 
of g(X). The cyclic code cg is the set of polynomials c(X) in Fq [X] which 
have the property that c(c0 = 0 for all ~ e K. Let c(X) be an arbitrary poly- 
nomial in cg. Because we are working over Fq, if c(~)= 0, then c(oO q = 
c(~q)=0. Therefore, because c(X)Mq=c(Xq)=c(X)  q, any root of c(X) 
must also be a root of c(X) Mq. Whence, c(X) Mq e ~ for all c(X) e cg, and 
Mq is in Aut(Cg). | 
COROLLARY 5.3. I f  e(X) is the generating idempotent of Cg, then the coef- 
ficients of the vector e(X) on coordinate indices from a given cyclotomic 
coset are constant. 
Proof By Theorem5.4, MqeAut(Cg). As any multiplier preserves 
products, a multiplier in Aut(Cg) must preserve the multiplicative identity, 
i.e., the generating idempotent of the code. | 
We now show that generalized multipliers, like multipliers, preserve the 
idempotent generator of a cyclic code. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let z = 1 and let C be the idempotent matrix of a cyclic code 
cg = ( e( X) ~ of length pm. Choose k such that 0 <,% k <~ m. Then we can parti- 
tion the matrix C into pk×p~ submatrices 4 ,  i=0,  1,...,pm--k--1, as 
follows: 
 m--kl 7 
~.~_1 ~ ... ~o_k_~ g= (2) 
• , . , " . 
~ ... ~ J 
Furthermore, ~ is the matrix of a polynomial f (X )  and its cyclic shifts in 
their natural order and each ~ is the matrix of a polynomial f (X )+ c i, .for 
some Ge Fq, and its cyclic shifts in their natural order. 
Proof The proof follows from Theorem 5.3, Corollary 5.3, and the fact 
that ~ is circulant. I 
COROLLARY 5.4. With the assumptions of the previous lemma, the 
permutation ,,(pk) is in Aut(~). b~l,1 
Proof The mapping ,,~pk) circulates the rows of the submatrices ~ and, t~l,1 
hence, maps the rows of ~ onto the rows of ~. | 
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THEOREM 5.5. Assume that z = 1 and let e(X) be the idempotent of cg. 
Then for any nonzero integer a with p ~ a and for any k, O <<. k <~ m, the code 
cg#(/) is cyclic with idempotent generator e(X) #~#). Further, the mapping 
,,(J) O<~k<~m, is in Aut(Cg) for each i and c. l~ qt,c , 
Proof Let # be the idempotent matrix of cg partitioned as in (2) of 
Lemma 5.1. Let ~g be the matrix of the generalized multiplier #(P*) Then a " 
~2~o ... ~2~Go_, ~'o -] 
...... l, 
where ~a is the matrix corresponding to the multiplier Ma on Z/ .  By 
Lemma 5.1, each submatrix ~ i  is the circulant matrix of a polynomial 
f i(X). Whence, by Theorem4.2, each matrix J4"2~ is a circulant 
matrix. The permutation M~ fixes the diagonal of each submatrix ~,  so 
J / talo~i,/~o=~/tal~o~a+Ci I for some c i~F  q. We conclude that the 
matrix ~- l& /~ is circulant because ach of its submatrices ~/g71~Jg~ is
circulant, the matrix of submatrices i circulant, and every two submatrices 
are the same except possibly on their main diagonals. 
Clearly, ( j{ -~&/~)2=~ ~#j .  By Lemma4.1, the top row of 
S/l-~gJg, which is e(X) #~pk), is an idempotent. Therefore, e(X) ~,~' ~p~) is the 
generating idempotent of c~#a(/). This demonstrates the first claim of the 
theorem. 
When k = m, the second claim of the theorem follows from Theorem 5.4. 
When k ¢ m, we again look at the partitioned idempotent matrix (2) of 
Lemma 5.1. By the first claim of this theorem, we know that u (p~) maps r -q  
cg onto a cyclic code with idempotent e(X) tl (pk) By Corollaries 5.2 r -q  " 
and 5.3, e(X) #~pk)= e(X); so #(pk) is in Aut(Cg). By Corollary 5.4, p~P~) is in 
Aut(Cg). Therefore #(f~) is in Aut(Cg) for any i and any c, as ~(fk)= q,c  q ,c  
THEOREM 5.6. Let p be an odd prime and let q be a prime power with 
p ~ q. Let cg be a cyclic code of length p~ over Fq. Let tk be the order of q 
modulo pk and suppose that z = 1. For 1 <. k <~ m, Aut(Cg) contains the group 
Gk -- (#(fk)]0 ~< i < tk, 0 ~ C <pk} which has order tkp k. Furthermore, each - -  i. q ,c  
element of (P~) -< the subgroup Hk= {PqiO]0 ~ i< tk} fixes the idempotent of the 
code cg. 
Proof By Theorem 5.5, Gk ~ Aut(Cg). To show that Gk = {#~q~:) I 0 ~< i < tk, 
0 ~< c <pk} is a group, note that #~qff~ is the identity permutation. Also, the 
product of any two permutations #q) c and #q,d in Gk is #q,+j cqJ+ d, another 
element of Gk. All permutations in Gk are distinct; so Gk is a subgroup of 
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order tkp k in Aut(Cg). By the same argument, Hk= ~',,(P~) n~< i< tk} is a ( l~ qt, O v 
subgroup of Gk. By Theorem 5.5, each element of Hk fixes the idempotent 
of(~. | 
EXAMPLE 5.1. From Theorem 5.6, we computed the order of the sub- 
group (G1, G2 ..... Gm) of the automorphism group of any cyclic code in 
the following situations. In each case, z = 1. 
(1) The group of any binary cyclic code of length 9 must contain a 
subgroup (G~, G2) generated by the following permutations: 
M2 = (i, 2, 4, 8,7, 5)(3, 6), 
#~23~ = (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8), 
T=(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), 
/~  = (0, 1, 2)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8). 
These permutations generate a group of order 324=2234. Therefore, a 
Sylow 3-subgroup of the automorphism group of any binary cyclic code of 
length 9 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of $9. 
(2) For any cyclic code of length 9 over F4, a similar thing occurs. 
In this situation, the subgroup (G1, G2), which is generated by 
M4 = M 2 = (1, 4, 7)(2, 8, 5), T= (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), and #~3~ = (0, 1, 2) 
(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8), must be contained in the group of any such code c~. The 
order of this subgroup is 81 = 34; SO the Sylow 3-subgroups of Aut(C~) are 
Sylow 3-subgroups of $9. 
We did the same calculation for additional cases. 
(3) For cyclic codes of length 25 over F2 or F3, the subgroup 
(G1, G2) of order 2456 must be contained in the automorphism group of 
each code cg. Therefore, the Sylow 5-subgroups of Aut(Cg) are Sylow 5-sub- 
groups of $25. 
(4) For length 25 cyclic codes cg over F4, the subgroup (G1, G2) has 
order 2256; so the Sylow 5-subgroups of Aut (oK) are Sylow 5-subgroups of
825 • 
(5) For length 27 cyclic codes cg over F4, the subgroup (G1, G2, G3) 
has order 313; SO the Sylow 3-subgroups of Aut(~) are Sylow 3-subgroups 
of $27. 
(6) For binary cyclic codes cg of length 27, the subgroup 
(GI,  G2, G3) has order 23313; SO the Sylow 3-subgroups of Aut(Cg) are 
Sylow 3-subgroups of $27. 
(7) For length 49 cyclic codes ~ or F2 or F4, the subgroup (GI, G2) 
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has order 3278. Again the Sylow 7-subgroups of Aut(C¢) are Sylow 7-sub- 
groups of $49. 
We remark that the groups (G1, G2) in Example 5.1(1) and (3) are the 
groups Ns~2(Q p-~) of Section2 for p=3 and 5, respectively. By Algo- 
rithm 2.1 (or 3.1), cyclic codes in these cases are inequivalent whenever 
their idempotents are distinct. 
Though #(fk) does not preserve products in general, it does preserve the 
following products within a cyclic code. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let c~ be a cyclic code of length pm over Fq, and suppose 
that z = 1. Choose k such that 0 <~ k <~ m and pick a ~ Z*k. I f  cg has idempo- 
tent e(X), then 
[b(X) e(X)] #(pk) = [b(X)] #(pk) [e(X)] #~pk) 
for any polynomial b(X) in Fq Ix]. 
Proof It sufices to show that 
[Xie(X)] #(apk) = [-Xi ] #~pk)[e(X)] #(pk). 
Let Jg be the matrix of the permutation ,,(P~) and let g be the idempotent 
matrix of c~. By Theorem 5.5, the code cg#~ p ) is cyclic with idempotent 
u (p~) By the proof of e(X) ~,u ~p~). Let g' be the idempotent matrix of e(X) ~, . 
Theorem 5.5, j / - lg jg= g,. Number the rows of g (resp; g'), from 0 to 
pm 1. Then Xie(X) is the ith row of g and [Xie(X)] #~P ) is the ith row 
of gd//. Multiplying g J /by  J/{-1 on the left permutes the rows of g J / /by 
,(pk). so [X ie(X)]#(f  k) is also the (i) (pk) g,. -a , #a th row of However, 
dg lg j~= g,, and the (i)#~Pk)th row of g' is IX g] #(aPk)[e(X)] #(pk) We 
conclude that [Xee(X)] (pk)_ ~ (pk) ~pk) ~ " #~ - [X]#~ [e(X)]#..  | 
We note the following interesting results which hold over fields of 
characteristic 2.
THEOREM 5.8. Let z = l and choose k such that O <~ k <<. m. Let K be a 
field of characteristic 2 and suppose that e(X) is an idempotent in 
K[X]/(.Y pro- 1 ). Let E be the idempotent matrix of e(X) and let f (X )  be 
the first row of the block ~ of ~, where the blocks of g are defined as in 
Lemma 5.1. Then f (X)  is an idempotent in KEX] / (X  pk-  1 ). 
Proof Partition ~ as we did in (2) of Lemma 5.1 and note that ~2__ g 
by Lemma4.1. So, ~0=~2-~-(~l~pk l"~o~2Gk 2"~.---~-Gk 2ff2-~ - 
~pk_l~). By Lemma5.1, ~=Yo+Cf f ,  implying that ~,~=J~.  Our 
arithmetic is performed in a field of characteristic 2 and pk is odd; so 
we conclude that Yo2=o~o. Therefore, by Lemma4.1, the polynomial 
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f(X),  which is the first row of the matrix ~0, is an idempotent in K[X]/  
(x 'k-1 ). I 
COROLLARY 5.5. With the notation and assumptions of the preceding 
theorem, the mapping IZ~a pk) is in the automorphism group of the length pm 
code ~= (e(X) ) if and only if the multiplier M,  is in the automorphism 
group of the length pk code ~¢'= ( f (X) ) .  
Proof Let ~ be the matrix of the permutation #~P~) and partition S as 
we did in Lemma 5.1. Then 
dg- l g s# = 
I d~ l~o~/~a J /~1°~11~ a ...  ~ /~ l~pm_k ld~a-  
J~a  l ~p~.,- k _ l ~/~ a ~/~ 1~0 ~/~ a .'''.. ~/~ q l ~pm. - k - 2 ~/f a
L ~/~al~l~/~a ~/[al~2~A~a "'" ~/~al~o~/[a 
where ~,  is the matrix of the multiplier 3/ ,  on Zpk. 
First assume that M a is in the group of ~'. Then dgal~0J /{a=~0 by 
Theorem 4.1. Since each 4= ciI+~o for some ci~Fq, J/lal~i.//ga=~ for 
all i. Therefore, dg- igd¢ '  = ~ and/~(fk) is in the group of cg. 
Conversely, assume that #(fk~ is in the group of cg. By the proof of 
Theorem 5.5, J/g ~g J /= E. Therefore, .//gZ-~o.//{, = ~0, implying that the 
multiplier M~ is in the group of cg,. | 
Theorem 5.8 does not necessarily hold for codes over fields of other 
characteristics. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. The polynomial - 1 - X 5 - X 1° - X 15 - X 2° is an idem- 
potent in F3[X] / (X25-1) ,  but -1  is not an idempotent in 
F3 [X-[/(X 5 -- 1 >. 
6. ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF EXTENDED CYCLIC OBJECTS 
We extend our results of Section 2 and P~dfy's work [133 to examine 
extended cyclic objects. As in Section 2, we consider any class of com- 
binatorial objects where the automorphism group of any object in the class 
is a subgroup of Sn + 1 and where equivalence between two objects cg and 
be, in the class means the existence of ~ e Sn +1 such that ~ '= cg~. We will 
say that ~ is an extended cyclic object on n+ 1 elements if the 
automorphism group of cg contains an n-cycle. In this section Sn + 1 will be 
the symmetric group on {0, 1, ..., n -  1, ~} and T= (0, 1 ..... n -  1). 
The major result of P~tlfy in [13], which allowed him to determine 
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equivalence for cyclic objects on n elements when n = 4 or gcd(n, q~(n))-- 1, 
can be applied to extended cyclic objects. We state this result as 
LEMMA 6.1. Let x, y be n-cycles in S,. I f  either n = 4 or gcd(n, q)(n)) = 1, 
then ( x ) and ( y ) are conjugate in ( x, y ). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let cg and cg, be extended cyclic objects on n + 1 elements 
of the same type (i.e., from the same concrete category), where either n- -4  
or gcd(n, ~0(n))= 1. Assume TeAut(Cg) and TeAut(Cg'). cg and cg, are 
equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a multiplier (where the 
multiplier fixes oo ). 
Proof Suppose c~,=cg~ for some ~S,+1.  As Cg~TTt-l= 
Cg'Tgt- l=cg'gs-l=(g, tTgS leAut(Cg). Suppose oo~UT~-l#oo. Then 
(T, ~PT~ u- l )  is transitive. So there is an he (T, gtTgt -1)_  Aut(Cg) such 
that ~hgJTg~- lh - l=oo.  As ~'=Cghgt, by replacing 7 t by hg t, we may 
assume oo ~T~-~ = oo. By Lemma 6.1, (T )  and (~T~P -~ ) are conjugate 
in (T, 7tTgt-1). So there is a gsAut(C£) such that g(gtTgt  1)g-1= 
(T ) ,  implying g gt e Ns, + ~ ((T )  ). By the same argument as in Lemma 2.2, 
Ns,+I ( (T ) )= (T, ma) ,  where Z*= (a) .  Thus ggt= Tim~ and cgm~= 
C~ T-  i g Ft = c~ gt = off,. | 
We now give the algorithm for extended cyclic objects on p2+ 1 
elements. The notation is exactly as in Algorithm 2.1 with the additional 
remark that the functions in Algorithm 2.1 fix oo. 
ALGORITHM 6.1. Let p be an odd prime and T= (0, 1, 2, ..., p2  1). Let 
cg and cg, be two cyclic objects on p2 + 1 elements of the same type. Assume 
that Te Aut(Cg) and T~ Aut(Cg'). Then the equivalence or inequivalence of
cg and ~' can be decided by 
Step I. Determine the order pS of a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Cg) as 
follows: Find the largest integer I with 1 ~< I~p-1  such that flSAUt(Cg); 
if no fi e Aut (cg), then I does not exist. Determining whether or not I exists 
and what its value is if it exists can be done using a binary search. If I does 
not exist, then s = 2; if I exists, then s = I+  2. 
Step II. ~ is equivalent to ~' if and only if ~' = C~N, where 
(a) i f s=2,  Ne{Mcl0<~c<p2,  p~c}=(Ma},  
582a/62/2-3 
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(b) i f2<s<p+l ,  N~{pcx ~ a+b~x[O<<.c<p andO~<i<p-1}= 
<L-l, Mb>, 
(c) i f s=p+l ,  N6{p~M~lO<~i,j<p-1}. 
Proof Let ~ be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(C~) containing T. The 
orbits of ~ are of length 1, p, or p2. As T~,  the orbits of ~ must be 
{0, 1, 2 .... , p2 _ 1 } and { oo }. Thus i f f~ ~, then oof= o% and consequently 
~_ Sp2. As Ns?+l (/~) must permute the orbits of ~, it also fixes oo. There- 
fore Nsp2+a(~)~ Nsp2(~). The proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.11 now 
apply in this case, and the result follows as in Algorithm 2.1. | 
We note that in the case of extended cyclic codes, the same methods of 
Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 can be used to decide equivalence. 
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